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It is shown that given a finite or infinite graph H and a subsemigroup B of its endomorphism 
semigroup End H, there exists a graph G such that 
(i) H is an induced subgraph of G, 
(ii) H is stable by every fe End 6. 
(iii) every f~ End G is uniquely determined by its restriction to H, 
(iv) the restriction of End G to H is precisel:, B. 
On montre qu’etant donne un graphe tini ou infini H et un sous-demigroupe quelconque B 
dc son demigroupe d’endomorphismes End H, il cxiste un graphe G tel que 
(i) H est un sous-graphe plein de G, 
(ii) H est stable pour tout f~ End G, 
(iii) chaque f~ End G est determine d’une faGon unique par sa restriction a Z-Z, 
(iv) la restriction de End G a H est precisernent B. 
Throughout this paper we make no restriction to finite cardinalities. A semi- 
group S is assumed to have a unit element u and the subsemigroups of S are 
assumed to contain u. 
A graph G is defined as an ordered pair G = (V, E), where V = V(G) is any set 
(vertices), and E = E(G) (edges) is a set of 2-subsets of V. If (Gi : i E I) is a family 
of graphs, the union G = U (Gi : i E I) is defined by V(G) = iJ (V(Gi) : i E I) and 
E(G) = U(E(Gi): i E I). Two graphs H and G are disjoint if V(H) n V(G) = 8. 
Given graphs G and ZZ, a homomorphism from G to H is a mapping 
f : V(G) + V(H) such that for every e E E(G), f(e) E E(H). The set of 
homomorphisms from G to H is denoted Horn (G, H). A homomorphism from G 
to itself is called an endomoq.dzism. End G = Horn (G, G) is a semigroup where 
the product ff’ is defined by ff’(x) = f(f’(x)), f or every vertex x. A homomorphism 
f : G + M is an isomorphism if there is a g E Horn (H, G) such that j’g and gf are 
the identity endomorphisms of H and G, respectively. If there is an isomorphism 
from G to ZZ, then H is said to be a copy of G. Isomorphisms from G to itself are 
called automorphisms, they form the group Aut G which is a subsemigroup of 
End G. 
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A subset S c_ V(G) is said to be a faithful constituent of End G if for every 
End G, f(S) c_ S and f is uniquelv determined by its restriction f 1 S to S. 
G is rigid if End G is trivial. A family (3, : i E I) of graphs is mutually rigid if 
each G, is rigid and Horn ( Gi, Gj) = $ for i # i. 
In the subsequent constructions we shall use two particular graphs. The graph 
Gt. pictured in Fig. 1, has three distinguished b-zrtices labelled X, y, z. It can be 
verified that the only endomorphism of G7 fixing x is the identity (see e.g. [7]). 
The girth of G, is 7, whence the notation. 
Let now G be a graph and let a, b, c E V(G). If there is an isomorphism 
f : G, I* G with f(x) = u, f(y) = b, f(z) = c, then G is said to be a 7-arrow with tail, 
from s to c, having middle zlertex b. 
!keondly, consider the graph G, arlpearing in Fig. 2. It is rigid and has girth 9. 
We have distinguished two of its vertices x and y. 
Let G bc a graph, a, b E V(G). We call G a 9-42~0~ from a lo b prpvided that 
there is an isomorphism f : G, --, G with f(x) = a, f( y ) = b. 
Lemma*. Lcf n and k be cardiviai numbers. Then there exists a family (Gi : i E I) of 
n mutuuffy rigid connected graphs such that for every i E 1 
(i) ;\ze chromatic number of Gi is (strictly) larger than k, 
(ii) G, does not contain odd polygons of length less than :J, 
(iii) ecery vertex of Gi lies on some polygon of length 9. 
Proof. By [3] and [4, Tkorem 71, there exists a graph K having chromatic 
number larger than k and containing no odd polygon of length less than 11. Let 
(K, : i E f J bc a family of cr pairwise disjoint copies of K. Let J = U (V(Ki) : i E I). 
According to [X, Theorem 11, there exists a family (Ht : x E J) of pairwise disjoint, 
mutually rigid. connected graphs. 
In each fc replace each edge e = (a, b} by a 9-arrow from a to b (or b to a, 
tht order does not matter). More formall!,, for each e = {a, b}, let Se be a 9-arrow 
frclrn Q to b (or from b to a) such that V(S=) ~7 V(H:) = (a, b}. Assume also that 
V&Jn V(S,#)E V(H!J if ef e’. 
Fig. 1. The graph G,. 
c authw attwtion was recently drwn to an articlc of L. Babai and J. Nesetril, “High 
cl (‘Dp *&jjcrc ,, 
*aph\ 1”. (Prw. C’oll. Combinatorics Keszlhely 1076. North-Holland 1978, Vol. I, pp. 
.c4t mow gcncr 91 than the above LennIna is proved. 
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Fig. 2. The graph G,. 
Then define 
H,= U(S,:eEE(e)) for every xEJ. 
(H, could also be described as a sip-product). We can assume that H, and H,* are 
disjoint if x# x’, and also that 
V(Hx)(IV(Ki)-p) if X$ V(Ki), 
v(H,) n v(K,) = (X} if X E V(K,). 
Then (H, : x E J) is a family of pairwise disjoint, mutually rigid, connected graphs 
of girth 9, and such that every vertex of each H, lies on some polygon of length 9. 
For each i E I, let 
Gi = Ki U U (Hx :X E V(Ki)). 
Theorem. Given a graph H and a subsemigroup B of End If, there exists a graph 
G such that 
(i) H is a subgraph of G induced by a faithful constituent of End G, 
(ii) the restriction End G 1 V(H) is B. 
Proof. Assume that H has at least 2 vertices. Let k be the maximum of 3 and the 
chromatic number of H. With I = V(H), let (G, : x E V(H)) be as in the Lemma. 
For each f E B let vf be a new element not belonging to V(H), vf = v, implying 
f = g. We write: 
V,=(U,:fd3). 
For every (f, x) s B x V(H) let A(f, x) be a 7-arrow with tail, from of to f(x). For 
every x E V(H), let ( GX,r :f E B) be a family of copies of GX. Assume that for every 
(f, x) E B x V(H), V(A(f, x)) n V(G,,,) is reduced to the singleton containing only 
the middle vertex of A(f, x). Let 
H(f, x) = A <f, x) U (Xr- 
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Assume that for every f, f’, X, x’, 
w( j, a n( v, u vu+)) = {uf, fcxk 
vu-e j,x)) n vw( ff, ~7) c v, u vu9 
if fi” f’ or x# x’. Let 
G = HU U(H(j, x):(j, X)E B x Wf)). 
That G satisfies the requirements follows from standard verifications. 
‘The above theorem generalizes several known existence r :sults on automorph- 
km groups and endomorphism semigroups of graphs, all of which ar:e extensions 
of Frucht’s theorem [5]: 
(1) (R. Fruch [5,6], G. Sabidussi [lo]). Every group is isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of some graph. 
(2) (2. hedrlin and A. Pultr [7]). Every semigroup is isomorphic to the 
endomorphism semigroup of some graph. 
(3) (A. P&r [o]). Given a transformation semigroup B on a set S, there exists 
a graph G such that 
(i) S is a faithful constituent of End G, 
(ii) the restriction End G 1 S is B. 
(4 (LZ. Bouwer 121, L. Babai [I]). Given a finite graph H and a subgroup of 
Aut H. there exists a finite graph G such that 
(i) H is a subgraph of G induced by a faithful constituent of Aut G, 
(ii) the restriction Aut G 1 V(H) is B. 
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